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Roses are red, violets are blue…
But should VQA expect them to?
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We propose to evaluate, analyse and improve Visual Question Answering 
(VQA) models through the lens of biases and reasoning.

Do VQA models reason?
VQA models are notorious for their tendency to rely on dataset biases.

The large and unbalanced diversity of concepts involved in VQA and the lack of well-
annotated data tend to prevent deep learning models from learning to reason. Instead, it 
leads them to perform shortcuts[1], relying on specific training set statistics, which is not 

helpful for generalizing to real-world scenarios. 

We propose the GQA-OOD benchmark:
 fine-grained reorganization of GQA dataset [2]
A two-in-one evaluation:
 measure accuracy over both rare and frequent QA
 compare in- vs. out-of-distribution accuracy

Available at https://github.com/gqa-ood/GQA-OOD

SOTA VQA models, including bias reduction methods, fail to
address questions involving infrequent concepts.

Left: VQA models. Up: bias reduction methods

In-depth analysis of reasoning patterns at work in VQA
 Analysing attention mechanisms at work in a VL-Transformer
 Comparing models with perfect-sight vs. noisy visual inputs

*See the paper to get more details on these figures

We observe significant differences between Oracle (perfect-
sight) and Standard (noisy vision): we highlighted the Oracle
ability of adapting reasoning to the task at hand.
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Interactive tool visualizing attention 
heads of VL-Transformers for VQA. 
 Fine grained visualization of the interactions at 

work in the attention layers.
 Instance based, you can ask your question

Explore the question of reasoning vs. 
bias exploitation. Check out the demo!

We propose to transfer
learned reasoning patterns
form Oracle to Standard:

❶ Train the oracle on perfect vision
❷ Optionally, BERT-like pretraining
❸ Finetune with standard (noisy) vision

Oracle transfer

Supervising the model to predict reasoning operations:
 A catalyst for transferring reasoning patterns

Theoretical analysis (based on PAC learning):
 Show benefice of supervising program prediction in VQA

deriving bounds on sample complexity.

 Enhances the oracle transfer performance.
 Achieves SOTA accuracy while using a smaller model and less training data.

Oracle transfer improves accuracy in in- and out-of distribution settings!

Supervising reasoning transfer
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 Uncertainty in vision prevents from
successful learning of reasoning
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